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From WonderLab
What is Wonder Lab? Established by the Hanamaru Gakushukai, we are a 
company that creates services such as the popular learning app “Think! 
Think” to bring excitement to children. We have also created the best-seller 
problems workbook “Nazope” and oversee the problems for global mathe-
matics tournaments. From April 2020, we will be starting a new service 
called “WonderBox,” a new form for communications-based learning in the 
much-talked about field of STEAM.

Endorsement: Hanamaru Gakushukai 
Representative: Masanobu Takahama

As our future society undergoes changes every day, it will demand both the 
“desire” and “thinking skills” to resolve issues and problems. The Logical 
Newton series provides experiences that naturally allow logical thinking, 
observation skills, analytical skills and the imagination to be employed while 
having fun through “thinking” play. Such intellectually stimulating experiences 
will help develop a desire for knowledge and thoughtful sensibilities.

Game Inventor:
Oskar van Deventer
One of the world's leading puzzle designers, living in the Netherlands.
He has invented a lot of puzzles. 
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Thank you for your purchase of the “Logical Newton Newton’ s Apple” . 
Please read the cautions and instructions carefully prior to use. Please 
also keep this user manual/ solution book in a safe place for future 
reference.

Set Content

Main Body ... 1 piece

The parts

*Insert into the board and fix 
in place in the sequence ①② *Insert into 

the tray and 
fix in place as 
shown in the 
image.

Stick the leaf stickers (large/ 
small) as shown in the image.

*As shown in the 
image, stick the green 
sticker on the left and 
the red sticker on the 
right.

Coin ... 20 pieces

*Stick the coin stickers.

Panel ... 12 pieces (1 of each)

Manual / Solution Booklet ... 1 book

Naturally enhance cognitive abilities
with Logical Newton Series

Correctly dividing up the coins requires an understanding of the functions and 
movements of each panel, and a systematic approach to the relationship 
between the sequence the coins are entered and the panels. This allows logical 
thinking to be fostered while solving a variety of different problems and 
enjoying a game-like puzzle.

Start from the Research Pages, fostering observation skills through repeated 
testing and observation until the movement of each panel is completely 
understood.

The Puzzle Pages allow you to challenge problems divided up by degree of 
difficulty. When a coin fails to fall in the desired direction, identifying the issue, 
thinking up and trying other sequences and methods will foster problem 
solving.

The clattering sound of the falling coins will stimulate curiosity, allowing you to 
play while being completely absorbed in the puzzle. Furthermore, as there are 
more than 1,200 different panel placements, you can enjoy the puzzle as much 
as you want.

Logical Thinking

Observation 

Problem Solving

Concentration

Window

Tray

Tray Stickers

Leaf Sticker (S)

Board

Leaf Sticker (L)



How to Play

① Remove the window from the board and attach the panels as shown in 
the problems on each page. 
*The “Tidy Up” puzzles from page 24 also involve coins being placed inside the panels.

panels have switches. Make sure you insert them in the correct direction.

② Attach the window to the board, and fix it to the tray.
③ Follow the problem and insert the coins from the top.

The coins are numbered from 1 to 10. If you insert the 
coins in order, it will make it easier to spot where 
any mistakes are and to think up a solution. For 
particularly difficult problems, and until you get into 
the swing of things, use the numbers to advance.
*If you insert the coins all at once, they may get 
jammed. Insert them slowly, one at a time.  

Green Coin Red Coin

into 
Green Tray

into 
Red Tray

Caution ● The placement for the problem is just one example.
● Any panel combinations other than those shown in the problems may cause 
coins to collide or get jammed in the panels. If that happens, remove the 
window and combine the panels in a different order.

switch

switch

Left
facing

Right
facing

Up
facing

Down
facing

Up
facing

Down
facing

Study: 
Panels & Movement

The purpose of the Research Pages is to 
obtain a complete understanding of the 
movements and structure of the 7 patterns, 
12 varieties of panel. Continue to play until 
you achieve that understanding.

Goal
Drop the green and red coins into the respective colored trays.
Solve the puzzle by following the conditions of each problem and 
sort the coins correctly. 

Panels with switches

The coins

First of all, look at the 
structure of the panels and 
the movements of the coins. 
Next, combine the panels 
and closely observe how 
they actually move. Then 
tackle the practice problems!



This panel has two places to insert coins!

* This panel can only be used in the top of the board. 

Caution: If two coins are inserted at the same time on the left and right, the coins will jam.  
Only insert coins one at a time.

Coins drop to the right! Coins drop to the left!

Insert a coin and watch how it falls.

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

The answer is on the next page

Let’ s Study PANEL

Insert from the 
left and it falls to 
the right.

Insert from the 
right and it falls 
to the left.

Let’ s Study PANEL

A practical example!

Observe Closely

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success! ← Tick this box once you know the correct sequence!



The direction of the switch 
changes every time when a coin 
is inserted- a coin will fall to the 
right, then to the left! 

Answer of page 7: R    R    L    L

Observe Closely

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success! ← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

Insert a coin and watch how it falls.

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

example

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be 
correctly sorted.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be 
correctly sorted.

The answer is on the next page

Let’ s Study PANEL

switch

When the switch is facing left, 
the coin will fall to the left.

When the switch is facing right, 
the coin will fall to the right.

A practical example!



Let’ s Study PANEL

In this panel, the first coin will 
stop in the middle of the panel, 
and start moving again once a 
second coin is inserted!

The first coin falls to the right, 
while the second coin falls to the left.

Answer of page 9: Example①: Example②: The answer is on the next page

example

Observe Closely

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success! ← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

Insert a coin and watch how it falls.

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

The coin 
stops 
here!

Hit by the 
second coin, 
the first coin 
starts moving 

again!

works the same way in opposite direction.

A practical example!

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.



Observe Closely

Insert a coin and watch how it falls.

Let’ s Study PANEL

In this panel, the first coin will 
stop in the middle of the panel, 
and start moving again once a 
second coin is inserted!

Answer of page 10,11: Example①: Example②: Example③: 

A practical example!

The answer is on the next page

example

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

The coin 
stops 
here!

Hit by the 
second coin, 
the first coin 
starts moving 

again!

When passing through the panel, 
the order of the first and second coin fall will change!

Insert in the order
and watch closely to see which 
coin falls first!

works in the opposite direction, falling to the right.



Observe Closely

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert a coin and watch how it falls.

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

PANELLet’ s Study

This panel has two different 
patterns for falling coins, either 
stopping and needing a second 
coin or just falling through!

Answer of page 13: Example①: Example②: 

example

The answer is on the next page

← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

A practical example!

switch

When the 
switch is 

facing 
upward

The coin 
stops 
here!

When the 
second coin 
is inserted, 
the switch 

moves!

When the 
switch is 

facing 
downward

Both fall to the left, but the 
order of which the first and the 
second coins fall changed.

works in the opposite direction.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.



PANELLet’ s Study

The first and second coin stop 
inside the panel, and then the 
third coin gets them moving!

Answer of page 15: Example①: Example②: The answer is on the next page

Observe Closely

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert a coin and watch how it falls.

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

example

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

Think Carefully

no. of coins:

Success!

Insert the coins so that they will be correctly sorted.

A practical example!

The coin 
stops 
here!

The 
second coin 
also stops!

Hit by 
the third coin, 

the second 
coin starts 

moving.

Hit by the 
second coin, 

the first 
coin starts 

moving.

The third coin falls to the 
left, the second to the right, 
and the first to the left.

works in the opposite direction.



no. of coins: no. of coins:

no. of coins:no. of coins:

Success!

Success! Success!

Success!

Answer of page 13: Example①: Example②: 
 R   R   R   L   L   L

Can you drop the
coins into the 
same colored tray?no. of coins:

Success! ← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

Answer of this puzzle: 

Puzzle Pages

❶ Sort Correctly ............................
❷ Tidy Up .........................................
❸ Find the Mistakes .....................
❹ Find the Correct Panel ...........
Other Combinations ......................
Create Your Own Puzzles ...........
Puzzle Answers .............................

19
24
26
28
31
33
34

PUZZLE ❶
Sort Correctly

Think about the sequence of how the coin will fall into the correct tray.

Level

Take on a wide variety of challenges! 
There are six levels of difficulty! 
The more ★ a puzzle has, the harder 
it is to complete!



Level

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

Success!

Success!

Success! Success!

Success!

Success!

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

Success!

Success!

Success! Success!

Success!

Success!

Level Level



no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

no. of coins:

Success!

Success!

Success! Success!

Success!

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

Level Level

Level

Level Level



Success! ← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

Answer of this puzzle: 
no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Success!

no. of coins:

Level

coin
=

=

*Make sure to set up the trapped coins as shown on the images.

Level *Make sure to set up the trapped coins as shown on the images.

Level *Make sure to set up the trapped coins as shown on the images.

Get the trapped coins in the panels into the correct tray.

PUZZLE ❷
Get the coin out!

Level

Insert the coins and 
sort all the coins, 
including the 
trapped coin, into 
the correct tray!

Level

Level



coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

Level

Level

Level

coin sequence: 

Success! ← Tick this box once you know 
     the correct sequence!

There is ONE MISTAKE
in each given sequence. 
Correct it and find out 
the correct sequence!

Answer of this puzzle: 

PUZZLE ❸
Find the Mistakes

Find the correct sequence to insert the coins.

Hold on! 
Putting the coins in this 
sequence doesn’ t 
seem to sort the coins 
correctly...

Level

Level

Level



Level

Level

coin sequence: 

Which is the 
correct panel?

Success! ← Tick this box once you 
    get the correct answer! Answer of this puzzle: 

Which is the 
correct panel?

coin sequence:

Success!

Which is the 
correct panel?

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

coin sequence:

Success!

Which is the 
correct panel?

coin sequence:

Success!

Which is the 
correct panel?

coin sequence:

Success!

*From here, you will need to find out the panel by yourself! 

Select the panel to place in the 　　 spot to sort the coins correctly.

PUZZLE ❹
Find the Correct Panel

Level

Level

Can you select 
the correct panel?



coin sequence: coin sequence:

coin sequence: coin sequence:

Success!

Success! Success!

coin sequence: coin sequence:

Success! Success!

Success!

Level

Level Other Combinations
There are plenty of different combinations of panels besides the puzzles shown.
Challenge yourself by combining different panels!

Level

Level



Other Combinations Create Your Own Puzzles!
Draw the puzzles you designed on the images below.

*Photocopy this page before using it

Answer:



Puzzle Answers

center
left

center
left

center
right bottom

PUZZLE ❷ Get the coin out!

PUZZLE ❶ Sort Correctly PUZZLE ❸ Find the Mistakes

PUZZLE ❹ Find the Correct Panel



Battle Time!
Think carefully about the panel combinations 
and coin movements, and compete against 
another player!

Battle BattleChallenge Everyone! no. of
Player unlimited

<How to win the game>
Everyone attempts a puzzle one after the other, with the player who makes 
the least mistakes become the winner!

<Battle Rules>
❶ Decide the combinations of the panels.
❷ Decide the total number of coins to use. 
     (Each player decides which colors to use in their turns).
❸ Decide the order in which players will attempt the puzzle.
❹ The first player insert all coins and see how many coins fall into the correct tray. 
❺ Count the number of coins in the incorrect tray and pass to the next player. 

<How to win the game>
The player with the most green coins in their own colored tray is the winner!

<Battle Rules>
❶ Decide the combinations of the panels.
❷ Place all coins on the table.
❸ Each player decides their own tray color - red or green.
❹ Decide who will insert the first coin and start.
❺ Each player take turns to insert one coin from the table (any color) until all the 
     coins from the table are gone. 

Inserted 12 coins, 
got 2 wrong

Inserted 12 coins, 
got 3 wrong

no. of 
incorrect coins

Winner!
Winner!

<Examples of Panel Combination> <Examples of Panel Combination>

no. of coins used:
Total of 12
(example) 

no. of coins used:
Total of 12
(example) 

no. of coins used:
Total of 16
(example) 

The Great Green Apple Robbery no. of
Player 2

no. of green coins

2 coins 3 coins
3 coins 4 coins

1st coin 2nd coin 20th coin

my tray: Green my tray: Red



Battle Battle

<How to win the game>
The player who gets the most of their own colored coins into the green tray 
is the winner!

<Battle Rules>
❶ Decide the combinations of the panels.
❷ Place all coins on the table.
❸ Each player decides their own coin color - red or green.
❹ Decide who will insert the first coin and start.
❺ Each player take turns to insert one coin from the table (any color) until all the
    coins from the table are gone. 

<How to win the game>
Players take turn to insert coins and the player who can get rid of their coins 
the soonest is the winner!

<Battle Rules>
❶ Decide the combinations of the panels.
❷ Each player takes 5 red and 5 green coins.
❸ Decide who will insert the first coin and start.
❹ The starting player inserts one coin from their own pile of coins. 
❺ Check whether the coin falls into the correct tray. If the coin falls into the correct 
     tray, the player can leave it in the tray. If the coin falls into the wrong tray, the 
     player will need to pick it up again and wait for next round.   

Winner!
Winner!

<Examples of Panel Combination> <Examples of Panel Combination>

Trip to the Green Tray no. of
Player 2 Spending Spree no. of

Player 2

no. of own colored
coins in Green Tray

5 coins 4 coins1st coin
insert 1 coin insert 1 coin all gone!

2nd coin 20th coin

my tray: Green my tray: Red
If a coin goes
into the wrong 
tray, it will be 
added back to 
the player’ s pile.


